
Speaking of installation…
It couldn’t be easier. With its round form and multiple configurations, transitioning to 

LED with the JCBL LED high bay is as easy as it gets. Enjoy one-for-one replacement 

for existing HID fixtures, and maintain the traditional look of your space. 

The choices are yours
The JCBL LED high bay lets you easily configure your new lighting system with choices 

in housings, reflectors, lenses and more. 

Energy savings, of course
The JCBL LED high bay replaces up to 400W HID and four- or six-lamp T5HO 

luminaires. With that comes at least 57% more energy efficiency to improve your 

payback and reduce your total cost of ownership.

No LED lightweight
The JCBL LED high bay is rated for damp locations and features an IP65 rated optical 

enclosure to protect against dust, chemical and airborne contaminants. Lens options 

add versatility and durability. 

Value from Day One 
Don’t wait for your first energy bill to experience the cost savings and 

maintenance-free operation you get with the JCBL LED high bays. Its 

straightforward design lends it a price that’s appealing to your budget, while 

its traditional round form factor makes it ideal for applications including 

warehousing, gymnasiums and manufacturing. Enjoy energy-saving 

performance that starts the moment you install it.

JCBL Round LED High Bay 
Affordable LED lighting with a traditional look

Industrial

Features

 � Lumen outputs: 18,000 at 162W  
or 24,000 at 200W

 � Color temperatures: 4000K  
or 5000K 

 � Voltage: 120-277V or 347-480V 
(using step-down transformer) 

 � 32°F (0°C) to 122°F (50°C)  
ambient listing

 � Instant On

 � 0-10V dimming

 � High/low occupancy sensing

 � Prismatic optics deliver  
up to 13% uplight

http://www.acuitybrands.com
http://www.lithonia.com
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1 - Choose Your Housing

Visit www.lithonia.com for more information

JCBL Round LED High Bay

Choose the mounting option that works best for your application, 

whether for retrofit or new construction.

Hook Mount Wire guardPendant Mount Occupancy Sensor

2 - Choose Your Reflector

Choose from acrylic, aluminum or polycarbonate to fit the environment, 

whether it’s a warehouse, gymnasium or manufacturing facility.

Frosted Acrylic Specular AluminumClear Acrylic

Diffused Aluminum Polycarbonate

Lumens and Mounting

24000LM 18000LM

Hook and Cord Hook and Cord

CiCode *238KLX CiCode *238KM5

UPC #00889804925296 UPC #00889804925357

JCBL 24000LM MVOLT GZ10 40K 70CRI PM HC6  JCBL 18000LM MVOLT GZ10 40K 70CRI PM HC6

Pendant Mount Pendant Mount

CiCode *238KM1 CiCode *238KM6

UPC #00889804925319 UPC #00889804925364

JCBL 24000LM MVOLT GZ10 40K 70CRI PM JCBL 18000LM MVOLT GZ10 40K 70CRI PM 

Reflector  

Frosted Acrylic 10 pack Specular Alum. J10

CiCode *238KLW CiCode *238KH2

UPC #889804925272 UPC #00889804925234

ACFR J10 SALR J10

Unit pack Unit pack

CiCode *238KH2 CiCode *238KH0

UPC #889804924244 UPC #889804924220

ACFR U SALR U

Lens

Job pack of 5

CiCode *238KMY

UPC #889804925524

ACRDRP J5

Wireguard

JCBL Lens wire guard JCBL Lens wire guard, J5

CiCode *238P3F CiCode *238P3J

UPC #00889804954937 UPC # 889804954968

WGJCBL WGJCBL J5

3 - Choose Your Lens (optional)

Conical, flat or drop lenses allow you to control the light output 

including uplight (8%-13%) to reduce cave effect.

Conical Flat Drop 

Additional Options

Stock Configurations

Add wire guards and – for even greater energy savings  

– occupancy sensors.

http://www.acuitybrands.com
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